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Visibility gathered around a simple symbol
The Zero poverty symbol/pin itself (you wear it, sell it, use it
in your communication)
You ask other people to wear the pin (eg. Viennas
Philharmonic Orchestra at the New Years Concert which is
seen all over the world)
Engage companies and influential people to use the symbol
Incorporate the symbol zero poverty in posters and
publications of the member organisations
Special ads, posters, stickers, banner with the symbol
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Multi color posters and ads : single message presented in many different colors is a way to enrich the
simplicity. It makes the campaign look and feel bigger in a simple way.
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alternativly with pictures
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The printshop
http://printshop.zeropoverty.at (in English, German, French)
adapt the ad/poster into your language
decide for colour, with or without picture
system produces print pdfs which will be sent to your e-mail
address
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Zero Poverty sign will be on the back or below
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Caritas Austria will organise the production
Caritas Austria sends an ordering sheet to CE,
CE sends it to the MOs
MOs send back the ordering sheet to
kommunikation@caritas-austria.at with the numbers of TShirts, their billing address,
it s possible to adapt the language and logo
it will be white with Zero Poverty in 3 different colours
4 sizes man & woman
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Caritas Austria will organise the production
We are still looking for the right producers
CA will send an ordering form to CE to send to MOs
MOs send back the form to kommunikation@caritas-austria.at
it s possible to adapt the language
approx. 10 Cent per piece
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Let Zero poverty come alive (see handbook how to
organise)
10 million starts
Church events
Zero poverty concerts
Running rally through Europe
.
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Material and activities for young people
School material on poverty, for download on
www.zeropoverty.org
Videos on youtube, go to www.zeropoverty.org and you will
find links or put on your video on
Sponsored running events organise in your area, how to
do you find in the handbook of zero poverty
Award for young people who show great engagement (see
handbook)
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Actions and ideas
Sell the symbol in your country (parishes, shops,
partners )
coffee to help (how to organise - see handbook)
Eat once and satisfy two people with a meal (see
handbook)
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Create a grass root movement
gathered around a simple message
with 10.000 ideas and activities
all over Europe
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online from december 09
Activate
activate networking power internet users
activate people which want to help straightforward
User generated content
combine existing sources of information on poverty
integrate Caritas content into networks
Viral Marketing
via creative possibilities to participate online campaign
sites in social networks like facebook, youtube, etc.
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part 1
About the campaign Facts & Figures on poverty
Initiatives presents Caritas organisations and projects
Act Now activates users:
o Sign the petition against poverty
o Promote this site spread the news, viral marketing by users in social
media networks
o Missions - users can fulfil online and offline missions for example:
share the zeropovery.org with your friends or buy fair trade products.
The missions which have been fulfilled will be counted and there will be a
ranking of activists
Action Stream registered users, our activists and experts and their
current actions are presented in this section
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part 2
Poverty-Mashup: Best of poverty related online content content,
pictures, videos, etc.
Definition Mashup: In web development, a mashup is a web page or
application that combines data or functionality from two or more external
sources to create a new service. The term mashup implies easy, fast
integration.
Brand your photo! Make a statement! Zero Poverty!
We will include a great small programme which enables the users to
stamp their photo with the Zero Poverty pin and then spread it in the net
(viral marketing)
Newsletter there will be a newsletter once a month (only in the default
language English)
Search Function
additional: there will be Zero Poverty sites on the biggest social
networks: Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, Youtube and Myspace
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Landing Page
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FACTS 1
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FACTS 2
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MASHUP
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ACT NOWPROMOTE THIS SITE
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ACT NOWACTIVISTS
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default language: English
Navigation und editorial key elements will be presented in
English, French and German.
It is possible for the member organisations to translate
every text into their mother tongue and integrate it in the
site
New content should be delivered in the national language
or the default language English.
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What we need from you to successfully launch the site:
The word poverty in every language for the taxonomy which feeds the
Mashup function;
National content sources to be integrated in the Mashup (RSS feed
needed): relevant websites, blogs, social media networks (apart from
Facebook, Myspace, Youtube, Flickr and Twitter), experts, magazines,
journalists which talk about poverty
What you can additionally do if you want to:
Send pictures from local projects fighting poverty with a short
description of country, city and project name, for the initiatives box;
(English or local language;)
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The navigation, dialogues and basic information can be included in the
different mother tongues, but if wanted by member organisation the
translation has to be organised in the country itself and sent to the editor
for implementation.
Set up your own accounts on social networks like facebook, twitter, etc.
(not under the name zero poverty but with your local Caritas name) and
then register on the zeropoverty.org
i.e. Caritas Italy has a twitter account and twitters about poverty if
registered on zeropoverty.org the information will directly be transfered to
the Mashup on zeropoverty this is a great way to reach local target
groups, promote events, enhance the zeropoverty site, etc .
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A summary

Poverty is a scandal. Every human being has the right to sufficient means for a decent life. Consequently, in
circumstances of sickness, disability, old age, unemployment, widowhood and any other involuntary situation of
deprivation, every person has the right to be looked after.
Defining poverty as a lack of well-being, Caritas analyses social welfare as a part of the well-being for all citizens. Social
welfare has three main sources: i) paid productive employment in the labour market; ii) solidarity within the family and
primary networks, and iii) the support provided by the welfare state.
Societies are in a state of constant transformation leading to changing levels of social welfare in different countries. With
regard to poverty and social exclusion, three main aspects of societal transformation are of great significance: the
economic, the social and the demographic transformation.
Poverty and social exclusion are a consequence of a dysfunction of the three sources of social welfare (the labour
market, the family and the welfare state) due to societal transformation. Therefore these three sources must be
enabled to fully play their role again.
Poverty is multidimensional. Caritas knows that poor people are not simply victims, but actors. Caritas believes in the
dignity of each and every person. Both the perspective of the poor and the preferential option for the poor lead us to a
description of the reality based on human sciences and to a resolute rejection of this reality.
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summary part 2

For Caritas poverty is not only a lack of financial resources. We consider eight dimensions: financial resources,
health-related well-being, housing situation, level of education, occupational integration, societal integration, integration
regarding laws of residence, and the family of origin. We also recognize the importance of other dimensions like the
psychological, cultural, cultual, ethical and spiritual ones.
The phases of a typical biographical development are: family, schooling, occupational training, working, founding one s
own family, and being retired. All these phases are characterized by specific poverty risks.
Today, social policies are still focused on assisting impoverished people. However, this approach is not enough. Support
must concentrate more on the early stages of life and on the transitions from one to another. It must be made sure that
the spiral of poverty does not even begin whirling.
This requires investment-oriented social policies that take care of impoverished families at an early stage, improve
access to child-care facilities and to schools, and provide support in early life for the subsequent transitions. These
policies can avoid the intergenerational transfer of poverty: the best way of fighting poverty is to prevent it.
We affirm that poverty is everybody s concern. Nevertheless governments have to assume their own role. Changing
situations requires embracing a vision of social reality which has its origin in the poor and with the poor themselves.
Empowering the poor is the first step on the way to social inclusion.
The best way to prevent poverty, and the best way to fight against it, is social participation.
Open your eyes,
look and listen,
learn and act:
Have a look at Part B: an empirical approach
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Nobody should live in poverty because of unjust structures or unfair conditions. «Zero poverty» is our claim.
Today, social policies are still focused on assisting impoverished people. However, if the fight against poverty and social
exclusion is to be sustained and if the ultimate aim is to promote well-being, investment-oriented social policies are
required. It is better to prevent poverty than to just fight it.
Poverty is everybody s concern. Governments have to assume their role, on the one hand by setting the societal
rules that prevent and combat poverty and on the other hand to build on the capabilities of people.
Social participation is a necessary instrument of fighting poverty. Empowering the poor is the first step on the way
to social inclusion. The best way to prevent poverty, and the best way to fight against it, is social participation.
Our claims towards the governments:
To establish and guarantee the minimum income needed for a dignified life for all, through facilitating access to the
labour market and adequate social transfers
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To support families by enhancing the capability of parents to manage their responsibilities and exert a positive influence
on their children
To enable disadvantaged children to succeed in life by providing free education, school aid and by preventing early
school-leaving. The schooling system must guarantee equal opportunities for all.
To provide sufficient and adequate housing to families, having due regard to the need of children to live in a safe,
healthy and child-friendly environment
To strengthen the overall monitoring and evaluation of policies for the fight against poverty by implementing specific
monitoring instruments. Poor children and their families should be involved in this process. Within the EU, uniform
criteria should be used by each country in order to allow comparison and mutual learning.
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